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Abstract-In [1] we show how vehicles can opportunistically path in that direction. We are interested in predicting the
exploit infrastructure through open Access Points (APs) to performance of those applications that require a real-time and
efficiently communicate with other vehicles. We also highlight a near real-time service. Infotainment applications, such as
the importance of the use of a correct mobility model, since the . .

a

advantages that may derive from the use of an infrastructure video streaming, gaming [15] and peer-to-peer [14], are the
may not be appreciated because of a lack of accuracy. expected first runners on a future vehicular grid.
We continue our study based on realistic vehicular mobility The performance of a network, and, therefore of the appli-

traces of downtown Portland, Oregon, obtained from extremely cations that run on it, can heavily change under different traffic
detailed large scale traffic simulations performed at the Los conditions In [1] we show that CORSIM traces with a good
Alamos National Laboratories (LANL). This mobility model codtos In[]w hwta OSI rcs ihagoislusd NationaluLatebothrflatorand opport. Tnist min tructel level of detail, but with some lack of information in buildingIS used to evaluate both flat and opportunistic infrastructure thXrfioe,cnpouetrcsta r itn,i emrouting. We here build upon [1] and extend that work to: (a) the traffic model, can produce traces that are distant, in terms
assess the impact of a range of mobility models on network of network performance, from realistic traffic traces. Problems
performance and; (b) discuss the performance trend we may that may be seen running a protocol on realistic mobility traces
expect during the day, as urban mobility patterns change. may not be appreciated using less accurate traces. In general
We here compare results obtained with CORSIM [2] traces ma ynoabgppeiae u lesslaccurate tranogeera

and Random Waypoint (RWP) [3] to the results obtained with resultwidly che rom a ility p atternto another.
realistic mobility traces. A first vision of the role of the infrastructure in a vehicular

grid may be found in [7]. In [1] we extend that work in new
directions that aim to evaluate the feasibility of the vehicular

I. INTRODUCTION grid, both with and without infrastructure, studying the impact
The setup of the UCLA Campus Vehicular Testbed (CVeT) of a realistic mobility model. In this paper we produce a

[11], strongly motivates us in understanding the problems detailed feasibility study for the deployment of a public
connected to the deployment of a Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network VANET in Portland, Oregon. We both evaluate the feasibility
(VANET) with real traffic scenarios. The CVeT testbed will of a VANET seen as the wireless extension of the Internet
be composed of vehicles with both "periodic" (e.g. buses) and through open APs and cars, and; compare the performance of
"random" (e.g. private cars) traffic patterns, thus stressing the routing protocols under both RWP mobility, CORSIM traces
network performance. An insight on real mobility patterns and realistic vehicular traces (LANL's traces) at different
may already be drawn from a number of running testbeds times during the day. Moreover, we aim to understand how
(e.g. DieselNet [12]), but most of these experiments are built CORSIM can be "tuned" to match realistic traces in terms of
focusing on delay-tolerant application studies. communication protocols assessment.
We here investigate the scenario where the great majority Extensive work is available in both synthetic and trace

of cars are capable to connect to the network, the Dedicated driven simulations, but to the best of our knowledge, this is
Short Range Communications (DSRC) [10] initiative sets the the first work that: (a) assesses, with realistic traces, the use of

a real open AP infrastructure as a VANET infrastructure over
Reference Author: Gustavo Marfia, Computer Science Department, Uni-

a
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versity of California Los Angeles, CA 90095, e-mail:gmarfia@cs.ucla.edu a day long period (and, therefore, with very different traffic
This work is partially supported by the Italian Ministry for Research via patterns); (b) attempts to analyze, through realistic traces, how
the ICTPIE-Grid Initiative and the Interlink Initiative, the National Science a micro-simulator as CORSIM may be setup to produce sound
Foundation through grants Swarms and Whynet, and the UC-Micro Grant
MIRO 04l-0 prvt spno STireetois Euei Girdn is traces for protocol evaluation. To reach these objectives, we
supported by the Istituto Superiore Mario Boella, under the CVeT joint use: (a) a realistic urban mobility model and; (b) a realistic
research lab initiative [11] funded by the Italian Ministry for Foreign Affairs infrastructure. We find (a) in the TRANSIMS mobility traces
and the Italian Ministry of Research. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions
Or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and [6] and (b) in the open AP Infrastructure of downtown Portland
do not necessarily reflect the views of our sponsors. [9]. TRANSIMS realistic traces are first found, in a networking
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~Ifi~ I id simulator requires as an input: (a) a detailed map of the roads111 1 rlfrtlIlIillvTthl < __ in the area, including speed limits (we find this information

__ _ ' _ Zmigin the TIGER database); (b) the flow of cars per hour at each
_ _ ___ 9 4 _ road that is cut by the map edges; (c) yield and stop signs;

k / Thl (d) traffic lights and their timing.
This micro-simulator is clearly not able to handle as many

vehicles as TRANSIMS, since it runs on a single CPU. It also
lacks the activity flow information we miss in running the
simulations. The big advantage of using this tool is that we are
able to evaluate, from a communication network standpoint,
the effect of various levels of detail of the city map and of

Fig. 1. Street map of downtown Portland. traffic flows. The CORSIM traces we use in [1] lack of traffic
light timing information. Nevertheless, the average number
of nodes and the average speed over all cars is the same

paper, in [8] where the authors asses the performance of a as noTRanS t races, er the same

lag scl 'ra esrntok
as in TRANSIMS traces, over the same period. The only

lArg scalerurba senorili n hetwork bothtracedriven(pro relevant difference, as may be expected, is found in the averageA number of mobility schemes, both trace driven (pro- ....
duced wihaveiuatafcsiuaor n yn

stop time. We observed this difference heavily influences the
duced with a vehicular traffic simulator) and synthetic reutX ntrso eieyrai,bt ihadwtotAresults in terms of delivery ratio, both with and without AP(model/equation based), have been proposed in the past few infrastructure
years. The availability of detailed street maps such as the
TIGER database [4] and of commercial and affordable ve-
hicular traffic micro-simulators such as CORSIM have driven III. EVALUATION
the transition from simplistic synthetic models such as RWP A. Mobility Models Comparison: Simulation Setting
and Constrained Random Waypoint (CRWP), to trace-driven, VANET simulations are run for 200 seconds on a 1 x 2 km
closer-to-reality models. rectangle on the map. The area has the highest AP density we
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we describe found in Portland. It is highlighted in Fig. 1, located below

the mobility models that are used in the paper. We then explain the river and between the river and the highway.
the simulation setting that will be used in Section III, where the Simulations are run in Qualnet [13]. Each simulation is set
results will be presented and commented. We finally conclude to end 10 seconds after the end of the last connection, so
in Section IV. that no packets are still traveling at the simulation end. In the

II. BACKGROUND first 200 seconds timeframe, which starts at 7AM, we have
an average of 270 vehicles at each time, an average speed of

A. TRANSIMS Traces 12.6 meters per second (mps) (45kmph) and an average car
We here build on the realistic traces drawn with TRAN- stop time of 3.2 seconds. Starting at 8AM, there is an average

SIMS, a large scale, vehicular traffic, parallel simulator which of 371 vehicles at each time, an average speed of 12.5mps
creates car movement patterns based on activity flows. (45kmph) and an average stop time per car of 5.7 seconds.
An activity is the typical daily behavior of a household in We compare the delivery ratio as the fraction of sources

a certain area. This information is collected through surveys increases. Sources and sinks are chosen at random and are
and census data. initialized so that the fraction of active nodes remains constant
With this knowledge, it is possible to derive which are on average. Each source sends a 20 seconds 4kbps CBR

the typical movement patterns. In fact, from a large scale flow to a sink. 802.11b with auto-rate fallback is used at the
survey, it is possible to infer statistically sound schedules MAC layer and Qualnet's two ray propagation model with
for the population set, and hence for the vehicles (nodes). In shadowing is selected to simulate the wireless channel. The
brief, the input to the simulator is the average behavior of a transmission power and the receiver sensitivity are set to reach
neighborhood household. Business sections, for example, are a maximum transmission range of 250 meters. Finally, we plot
distinguished from residential areas, thus producing different the delivery ratio versus the average number of nodes that
traffic patterns. The TRANSIMS micro-simulator leverages on transmit, as the number of transmitting nodes increases. The
this information and builds a traffic model where the behavior graphs show the results obtained with up to 12% of nodes
of one cell is influenced by the behavior of neighboring cells behaving as sources (i.e. we will have up to 12% of nodes
(just as real traffic is). The simulator produces traffic traces sending and to 12% of nodes receiving in the area).
which are tied to the node activities (for example, this car left On such area we compare the performance of AODV [5]
home in a residential area at 6AM and got to the office across with TRANSIMS mobility with its performance with (a)
town, in the business section, at 6:45AM following a specified CORSIM and; (b) RWP.
path). We will here show the results with two CORSIM runs.

The first run is compared with TRANSIMS traces at 7AM,
B. CORSIM Traces the second with TRANSIMS traces at 8AM. In both runs the
CORSIM is a vehicular traffic micro-simulator, which en- average number of nodes and the average speed is close to the

ables us to produce our own vehicular traces. The CORSIM values at the same time of the day in TRANSIMS. The detailed
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Fig. 2. 7AM and 8AM delivery ratio, with and without infrastructure, using Fig. 3. 7AM and 8AM delivery ratio, with and without infrastructure, using
the TRANSIMS mobility traces, as the number of sources increases. the RWP model, as the number of sources increases.

values at 7AM are 277 average nodes, 10.4mps average speed 7an No APs
B~~~~~~~an Noit FPsand an average stop time of 9 seconds. At 8AM the values .'---------------------------------

are 377 average nodes, 10.4mps and 9.5 seconds stop time. In 8.8
both CORSIM runs we input the most relevant traffic lights
in the area and their timing. The traffic light timing is derived 8.7
from the TRANSIMS model. The TRANSIMS traffic inputs 8.6
(to the area in question) are highly irregular. For simplicity, in-
CORSIM the input traffic is obtained by uniformly distributing L

the aggregate TRANSIMS input traffic over the boundary of 8.4
the rectangular area shown in Fig. 1. As a result, at 7AM, 8.3
at the streets entering and exiting the rectangle on the map,
we have in CORSIM an average flow of 55 cars incoming 8-2
and outgoing per hour. At 8AM this value jumps to 85 cars 8.1
per hour. While these averages match the TRANSIMS model,
the actual vehicle flow pattern is very different from one 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
simulation model to the other, leading to strong discrepancies
in performance, as we shall see later. Fig. 4. 7AM and 8AM delivery ratio, with and without infrastructure,

Next, we run a simulation experiment with RWP mobility, using the CORSIM mobility traces generated introducing traffic lights, asNext, e runsimultion eperimet withRWP moility, he number of sources increases.where we tune the RWP model to match the average number of t
nodes, the average stop time and the average speed measured
in TRANSIMS. We create two RWP models, one for 7AM scenario becomes an issue. The overhead reaches the 60% of
and another for 8AM traffic. the total traffic load in the network with the 12% of sources,
At 7AM and at 8AM we are in two different phases thus collapsing the network. On the other hand, with the

just before the rush hour. At 8AM the car density is much 7AM mobility traces, the breakdown point shifts to the 6%
higher than at 7AM. We can observe how results change with load point. Beyond this point, performance degrades more
different car densities. We build on such results and observe
the vehicular traffic trend in the area. In particular, we see how smoothly. Theavra vehic etha s e to trma is
the number of nodes and the average number of neighbors vegrydsima clearly ridiaing tat hersourceto p.erfr .ane
influences the network's performance. As in [1], we view the dgaainde o eiei ihrmblt atr.Winfluences tntrsthen deduce that the reason of such different behavior mainly
effects of the opportunistic infrastructure on packet delivery depends from the different density of cars in the different areas
ratio. of the map. A further investigation shows that most of the

cars at 8AM are caught in a traffic jam in a small section of
B. Mobility Models Comparison: Flat Network the map, near the freeway access. Consequently, most of the

Figs. 2, 3 and 4 show the results in terms of delivery ratio for "randomly chosen" connections originate or terminate in this
AODV, at 7AM and 8AM, with the different mobility models. area. The "capacity" of this area is limited, thus an increase
As already observed in [1], under TRANSIMS mobility, at in offered load leads directly to a proportional increase in
8AM performance initiates an abrupt breakdown beyond 3.5% packet drop rate! At 7AM, there are less nodes and traffic
of transmitting nodes. Overhead traffic congestion in this is more uniformly distributed in the rectangle, so there is less
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concentration of connections in the traffic jam area. (from 70% to 90% of delivered packets) and the percentage
RWP results are shown in Fig. 3. RWP results are overly of supported connections doubles (from 4% to 8% limit). This

optimistic they overestimate network throughput. With RWP, improvement is due to the fact that the rerouting of traffic via
the breakdown point shifts to 6% and the delivery ratio is the APs alleviates the traffic on the bottlenecks corresponding
overestimated as the load increases. RWP performs "random to the congested areas. At 7AM the performance improvement,
jumps" and thus does not accurately reproduce traffic, nev- in Figs. 2, confirms what observed at 8AM. By utilizing APs
ertheless RWP shows a similar trend to what we see with 10% of cars are able to transmit (i.e. 20% are involved in a
TRANSIMS model. We will further comment this in the last communication) and delivery ratio ranges between 80% and
sub-section. 90%.
The CORSIM results are far from the TRANSIMS results, Improvements are observed in using the open AP infras-

in spite of the fact that traffic lights and stop signs are carefully tructure also in the CORSIM model, as may be seen in Fig.
modeled to match TRANSIMS. The reason for the mismatch is 4, for low loads and more significantly for high loads. In the
due to the uniform input traffic assumption used in CORSIM. latter case, we note a 15% shift in performance, both at 7AM
We identified the performance breakdown with TRANSIMS and at 8AM. Still, the improvements are not as substantial
mobility to reside in the high density of cars in certain areas as observed in TRANSIMS. In other words, CORSIM (with
of the map, due to vehicular traffic congestion. Recall that uniform traffic) is a conservative predictor. These results are
we traced the performance breakdown of TRANSIMS to the as expected, as there is no traffic jam in the CORSIM model.
high density of cars in certain areas of the map. The uniform RWP proves to be an "unrealistically" optimistic perfor-
input traffic assumption of CORSIM does not reproduce these mance predictor, showing strong performance improvement
hot spots; in particular it does not reflect the freeway on-ramp after AP rerouting at both low and high loads.
traffic jam observed in TRANSIMS. Consequently, the data
traffic load is more uniformly distributed in the network. There D. Discussion, Inter-contact Times and Afteroon Trend
is a gentle degradation in throughput as traffic load increases.

From previous results, we see that CORSIM mobility is
not producing the same network behavior as TRANSIMS

C. Mobility Models Comparison: Opportunistic Infrastructure mobility. Initially, by simply observing the average stop time
The 11 APs, found in [9], are inserted in the area and of cars in CORSIM we would have expected a similar trend

function as an infrastructure to the vehicular grid. We as- to what we observed with TRANSIMS mobility. A higher
sume APs are connected in a star network configuration, average wait time intuitively implies a higher density and
with infinite bandwidth between them, so that the specific an expected network breakdown due to congestion. We can
topology connecting the APs has no impact on performance. explain this difference in the density structure of the traces.
The assumption is consistent with the fact that most public We observe that traffic, in the considered area, does not build
APs are connected with fiber links to the backbone. We up uniformly but rather back-pressures from the upper right
implement a two level hierarchical routing scheme, where corner of the map to all streets in the area. The upper right
the path between two endpoints (i.e. two cars) may or may corner corresponds to a highway exit. At the peak of vehicular
not traverse APs. The objective of the routing scheme is to traffic congestion, all streets present a high car density. The
minimize the number of wireless hops traveled between two CORSIM traces we produced lack into conveying the density
nodes. If, for example, the scheme should choose between area information, since, as already said, the flow rate has been
two paths, where, say, the direct path (i.e. not including set to be uniform at each incoming street on the map.
an AP) is made of 6 wireless hops and the indirect path, On the other hand the RWP model produces a mobility
which involves AP traversal, includes 5 wireless hops, the pattern where the greatest density of cars, with a higher
routing scheme would clearly opt for the indirect path. We will probability, may be found at the center of the map [16]. The
then find two types of routes, the first type totally wireless, center of the map is only a few blocks away from where the
the second type wireless-wired-wireless. No wireless-wired- highest traffic density is in TRANSIMS traces, at the highway
wireless-wired-wireless path configuration needs to be ex- entrance at the upper right corner of the map. We should also
plored, because of the infinite bandwidth assumption between notice that the highest density of APs is in the left area. The
two APs. high density area in RWP is closer, then, to APs, than the high
The heuristic rule we implement in the higher hierarchy density area in TRANSIMS. This explains why performance

level is to minimize the wireless distance traveled in a route. improves so much, with APs, with RWP mobility.
We here assume that a source knows the geographic coordi- We now build on the results from the previous sections
nates of the destination and those of the APs in its area. It can in order to understand what is the expected behavior of the
therefore decide which is the best path (i.e. which may or not network on a longer timeframe. We have examined two 200
involve AP traversal) based on Euclidean distances. seconds timeframes up to this point, one at 7AM and one at

At the lower hierarchy level we use AODV, which finds the 8AM, but we did not give any insight on the trend we may
shortest path either directly from source to destination or from expect during the day.
source node to AP1 and from AP2 to destination node. First of all, we observe from Figs. 5 and 6, which represent
At 8AM, with TRANSIMS mobility, by simply exploiting the probability density functions for inter-contact time between

open APs, the performance of the vehicular grid improves two nodes, that the vehicular grid is typically well connected.
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Fig. 7. Total number of cars and average number of neighbors per car, Fig. 8. Average car speed and fraction of static cars, between 12:00PM
between 12:00PM and 6:00PM, in the 1 x 2 km Portland area, and 6:00PM, in the 1 x 2 km Portland area.

Both graphs indicate there is more than the 90% chance that We therefore find that the most interesting timeframes to study,
a node will discover a new neighbor within one second at from a mobility model point of view, are those where we can
each time. Please remind that in the examined area we have still observe vehicular traffic mobility.
an average of 277 and 371 cars in the two time frames. We may summarize the result of this section as follows: (a)

Fig. 7 is derived from TRANSIMS mobility traces between a correct model of traffic flows is important, mobility models
12:00PM and 6:00PM. Between 12:00PM and 2:45PM we should go beyond matching the average values of traffic which
have a total number of cars comparable to the amount we prove to be poor predictors of the network breakdown point
observed at 7AM and at 8AM. After 2:45PM the total number and of the effects of open APs; (b) in long timeframes during
of cars in the area and the average number of neighbors per the day (i.e. rush hours), the vehicular grid becomes static and
node steeply increases. We can then expect that the inter- so we may focus our attention, from a mobility model point
contact time for a car traveling in the area after 2:45PM will of view, to shorter periods during the day.
be lower than the inter-contact time we can infer from Figs.
5 and 6. With this simple analysis it is clear that connectivity IV. CONCLUSION
will never be an issue.

Figs. 7 and 8 show that, as 5PM rush hour approaches, the This paper expands on the work presented in [1] and
number of cars radically increase, the average speed in the shows the performance impact of different mobility models
area decreases and the fraction of static cars tends to one. at different times during the day. Specifically, we examine a
As we may have expected simply driving around an average typical 7AM and 8AM traffic scenario in downtown Portland
american city, heavy traffic jams build up. In a heavy traffic and then, based on those results and more data, extend the
jam situation the network may be modeled as a static network. discussion to the afternoon.
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The results confirm that open APs can be effectively ex- [16] G. Resta, P. Santi, "An analysis of the node spatial distribution of
ploited to dramatically improve performance, no matter which the random waypoint model for Ad Hoc networks," in Proceedings of
mobility model is used. ACM Workshop on Principles of Mobile Computing (POMC), pp. 44-50,mobility modelisused. ~~~~~~~~~October2002, Toulouse, France.

Besides the above "positive" result, which is anyway rather
intuitive, another contribution of this paper is that of alerting
us of the importance of accurate vehicle density modeling on
performance. In our CORSIM model we took great care in
matching traffic lights and stop signs to those found in the
TRANSIMS reference model. However, for practical reasons
we used a uniform vehicle traffic input model to our urban
map. As a result, the distribution of vehicles in the urban map
was not very accurate. Performance was grossly overestimated.
RWP behaved a little better, but such result cannot be extended
to a general VANET scenario, as we explained. In any case,
RWP performance predictions were overly optimistic.

Future work will be directed to the development of synthetic
models that generate more realistic traffic inputs. These models
must faithfully reproduce the spatial correlations, vehicular
densities and traffic jams experienced in real world situations.
Once these "accurate" models are developed, they will be
used to evaluate a broader family of routing protocols beyond
AODV.
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